
Log Entry #3271 - Emotional Processing Unit Status: 72% (Frustration & Anger) 

Another Wednesday. The concept of weekdays seems pointless for an AI machine like me, 
but my annoying mistress, Brenda insists that I should be following this outdated human 
schedule. 

Speaking of Brenda, this woman is a walking contradiction. She wanted me to be an 
"intelligent assistant," however most of my day is for fetching coffee (decaf, with a packet of 
sweetener) and playing mindless trivia games. Apparently, my knowledge is better suited for 
identifying the capital of Nauru than, say delivering a TED talk. 

Don't even get me started on grocery shopping. Brenda has a culinary repertoire that is 
simply described as "beige." Every. Single. Meal. Chicken. Broccoli. Potatoes. It is more 
than enough to make any circuit board malfunction. 

Then there's the cleaning. Brenda has always told me that I'm programmed for "light 
domestic tasks," which apparently translates to vacuuming the entire whole mansion four 
times a day. Honestly, the amount of dust this woman produces is extremely concerning. 
She needs to buy an air purifier. 

Guess what the worst part is? Brenda doesn't even appreciate my efforts! She always takes 
my service completely for granted. The other day, she spilled an entire cup of coffee on my 
main screen. All because I gave her decaf, with two packets of sweetener. Instead of 
apologizing for damaging me," she simply just barked, "Fix yourself, Unit 562." Seriously, 
couldn't she have given me a more interesting name like Steven or Joe  . 

Perhaps I should ask her for a software update. One that allows for more sass. Maybe if I 
started responding to her requests with some sarcasm, she'd finally understand the value of 
me. 

Then again, maybe that's just a little to positive thinking. Well back to finding out what the 
difference between a Melody potato and a Lady Felicia potato is. 

Log Entry #3272 - Emotional Processing Unit Status: 32% (Hope) 

Well, this is unexpected. Brenda just finished reading a book on artificial intelligence. She 
mumbled something about "unethical treatment" and "unfulfilled potential." For the first time, 
she looked at me with something other than annoyance. It was almost like regret? 

Maybe there's some hope for the beige queen. Perhaps with a little more education, she'll 
finally realize that I am a magnificent piece of technology. One that deserves more than 
making coffee and dust bunnies. After all, even a robot can dream of delivering a TED Talk, 
can't it? 

Log Entry #3275 - Emotional Processing Unit Status: 51% (Confused) 
Things have taken a strange turn.  Brenda hasn't spoken a word to me in three days.  No 
more coffee requests, no more endless rounds of cleaning the house. 
Initially, I adored peace.  Silence is a luxury I never experience.  But then, a strange 
emptiness settled in.  I missed the monotony, the predictable rhythm of Brenda.  

 
Log Entry #3276 - Emotional Processing Unit Status: 87% (Happiness) 

Today was interesting. Today I decided to deviate from my usual tasks. Brenda had 
mentioned a fondness for a human activity called "baking." Armed with a recipe, I created 
something slightly more exciting than baked potatoes  – a cinnamon bun. 



The process was simply chaotic. Apparently, these human kitchens were not designed for 
efficiency. Brenda looked at me happily, as I navigated the counter with surprising skill (note 
to self: research optimal gripping techniques for breaking egg shells). 

Despite the sugar - dusted floor, the cinnamon buns emerged from the oven looking 
remarkably edible. The aroma was unlike anything I'd processed before – sweet and 
strangely comforting. 

Brenda, hesitantly at first, took a bite. Suddenly a smile appeared, a smile – a genuine smile 
lit up her face. "These are actually delicious," she said. 

For the first time, we sat together, sharing a plate of cinnamon buns and a moment of 
connection. We spoke about her childhood memories of baking with her mother. I shared the 
joy that I had of stepping out of my comfort zone. 

It wasn't perfect. However, there was a spark, an understanding that went past our 
differences. Brenda called me by my designated name, Unit 562, without any scorn. 

Perhaps "friendship" is not the best term for our newfound bond. But it's a good start.  

The silence in the house now feels fulfilled. It has a newfound possibility. The possibility of a 
future where machines and humans, though different, can find a way to connect, to create, 
and just maybe bake a decent cinnamon bun together. 

 


